United States Senate
Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs
534 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
July 1, 2019
Re:

Facebook Digital Currency, Data Privacy

Dear Chairman Crapo and Ranking Member Brown:
Consumer Reports1 thanks the Committee for calling a hearing this month examining
Facebook’s proposed digital currency. We have grave concerns about the launch of the Libra
cryptocurrency. The Libra proposal is fraught with problems, and raises concerns about
competition and market concentration, monetary policy, compliance with Know Your Customer
and Anti-Money Laundering rules, and other critical issues. In this letter, we focus on two issues
of direct concern to consumers: the lack of consumer protections for cryptocurrency and
Facebook’s inability to be a trusted steward of user data. Specifically, the US lacks a strong
legal framework to ensure consumer protections and marketplace integrity for cryptocurrency,
and Facebook’s long track record of poor privacy practices and repeated illegal actions call into
question their ability to lead this effort, even if temporarily.
The United States has no clear legal or regulatory framework in place for cryptocurrency.
At both the state and federal levels there are different, and in some cases conflicting,
approaches. For federal tax purposes, the Internal Revenue Service treats cryptocurrency
transactions as property.2 The Commodities Futures Trading Commission has indicated that at
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least some cryptocurrencies as commodities.3 The Securities and Exchange Commission has
indicated that at least some digital assets are securities.4 States have taken varied approaches,
with New York standing up a new regimen to license cryptocurrency businesses5, and Wyoming
essentially exempting most cryptocurrency and cryptocurrency technology—known as
blockchain—companies from oversight.6
The varied federal and state approaches leave consumers vulnerable to the many risks of
cryptocurrencies today. Scams7 and fraud8 are rampant. Hacking of wallets and exchanges,
where virtual currencies are stored, is common.9 Cryptocurrency value is volatile10, and even
stable coins—those tied to real world commodities or fiat currencies as the Libra coin
supposedly will be—have proved untrustworthy.11 The New York Attorney General and others
have documented worrying practices by cryptocurrency exchanges, where consumers
exchange dollars for cryptocurrencies, and where consumers will trade Libra per the white
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paper.12 According to the AG’s report, exchanges do little to stop abusive trading activity,13 and
costs of transacting may be unclear.14
The potential financial losses for consumers holding, transacting or trading Libra could
be unlimited. As yet, there is no federal deposit insurance for cryptocurrency. In updating
Regulation E, the implementing rules for the Electronic Funds Transfer Act, the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau declined to opine on whether Reg E applies to virtual currency
wallets. Therefore, it is unclear whether consumers have error resolution rights or limits on
losses under law. In the event of hacking, fraud or mistake consumers could be left to fend for
themselves.
Facebook has repeatedly abused consumer trust, and shown itself unable to
meaningfully police itself. It is difficult to imagine how Libra will be different. In the Libra white
paper, Facebook promises to keep Facebook data and financial data separate. Facebook made
similar promises about not using WhatsApp data for ad targeting, only to reverse course within a
couple of years.15 Despite complaints from advocacy groups, the Federal Trade Commission
demonstrated that it is not prepared to enforce these sorts of pre-transaction representations,
and as a result, Facebook experienced no consequences for breaking its promises to its users.
Facebook also promised to use users’ phone numbers solely for security purposes, yet the
company actually used this information to better deliver targeted advertisements.16 And these
are only two examples of how Facebook has broken consumer trust. Moreover, the initial Libra
privacy policy reserves the right to collect and share data for unbounded “limited purposes,”
without any condition of necessity or proportionality—and many of the exemplary rationales are
quite broad.17 And finally Facebook indicates that it will share and merge consumer data "with
consent," but, unfortunately, Facebook has a pretty broad view of what constitutes consent, as
they have a well-documented history of using aggressive and misleading interfaces to get users
to share data they otherwise would not.
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We applaud the Committee for acting quickly to hold hearings. If we can be of assistance to you
or Committee staff, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Sincerely,

Justin Brookman
Director, Consumer Privacy and Technology Policy

Christina Tetreault
Senior Policy Counsel
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